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Curve: 256-bit
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Rank: 25
Avg. Upload: 7.5 Mbps
Signing Time: ~1/3 sec

Rank: 86
Avg. Upload: 2.7 Mbps
Signing Time: ~1 sec

Similar to computation time for Paillier on powerful hardware!

source: opensignal
On the Other Hand
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Example 2: Datacenter Signing

How much bandwidth to be CPU bound? (including preprocessing)

2 Parties
~250 sigs/second
Each party sends:
~700 Kbits per sig
Bandwidth required:
~180 Mbps symmetric

256 Parties
~3 sigs/second
Each party sends:
~185 Mbits per sig
Bandwidth required:
~555 Mbps symmetric

using GCP n1-highcpu nodes
Summary

Bandwidth isn’t always the bottleneck or the most important cost factor

Guide concrete optimization by studying real use-cases

We ❤ OT
Our Protocols

UC Sec From CDH in the ROM
OT-Based
No ZK in Signing
One “Online” Msg
Const or Log Round Preprocessing
2 Msgs for 2 Parties
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